High-resolution imaging and nano-manipulation of biological structures on surface.
In this mini-review we discuss our recent findings on imaging and manipulation of biological macromolecular structures by atomic force microscopy (AFM). In the first part of this review, we focus on high-resolution imaging of selected biological samples. AFM images of membrane proteins have revealed detailed conformational features related to identifiable biological functions. Different self-assembling behaviors of short peptides into supramolecular structures on various substrates under controlled environmental conditions have been systematically studied with AFM imaging. In the second part, we present a novel nano-manipulation technique for manipulating, isolating, amplifying, and sequencing of individual DNA molecules, which may find unique applications in the analysis of difficult sequence structures. Finally, we discuss how to characterize the elasticity of individual biomolecules and live cells. These results demonstrate that not only the high resolution capacity of the AFM is suited to resolve certain biological questions, but can also be applied to single molecule isolation and biomechanical analysis with its unique advantages.